Virtual SDMC Meeting

Meeting Date: January 26, 2023,  
Meeting Time: 3:30 am - 4:30 am

Members in Attendance: John Kimble, Minnie Gibson, Mary Booker (First Baptist Church), Arleatha Collins (Parent), Carolyn Poledore, , Mrs. Tucker, Ms. Wesley

Agenda/Minutes

• **End of the Year Goals**- (Reading) 70% approaches, 25% Meets, 20% Masters (Math) 70% approaches, 2% Meets, 15% Masters (Science) 70% approaches, 20% Meets, 15% Masters (Attendance) Move from 91% to 98% (Tier) decrease the amount of students by 25%

• **Fall Interim Assessment**- Overall average was 59%, which was what we did last year overall on STAAR. We were are at 62% in Domain 1 in the fall assessment. This shows that we are on track to make the goals set up for this year. (75% overall and 90% growth)

• **Action Plan**
  - Data- We are working close with DDI to monitor, track and tweak students’ data. We will use small group instruction, exit tickets and tracking, coaching, and planning, and modified Amplify sessions and coaching.
  - Plan for modeling- Leadership supporting I the classroom. Backward planning, data coaching, after school labs and planning to provide best instruction as possible, CFU’s and walkthrough with feedback
  - Staff Changes- 5th grade Math is out currently. Our interventionist, Ms. Johnson, will be the 5th grade Math teacher for all scholars. 3rd and 4th grade teachers have tutors for Reading and Math. 5th grade does not currently have tutors. They were provided a lot of support last year which has shown growth. The focus is on 3rd and 4th with the priority on 3rd grade.
  - Purchases and Resources- Sirius program was purchased to support STAAR preparation and 2.0 series. Countdown to STAAR, I-ready, and small group workstation activities were purchased to assist scholars in academic improvement and STAAR ready.

• **Updates**
  - Amplify is going good thus far. We are collecting data and sharing with the district.
  - Gulf Coast Head Start addition has been going great.
  - We lost one teacher in head start.
  - The library is moving and fully functioning. Students have been able to visit and check out books. She is also supporting literacy, GT testing and other support on campus.
  - New Dance studio is up and fulling running. The dance team just competed in a competition this last week.
  - Assistant Principal has been doing a great job supporting and helping move the campus.
  - Volleyball and flag football was new this year and very beneficial. It helps to bring students closer together and how to show teamwork.
  - UIL has been going great. Students have been competing and have competitions coming up.
o Student Council has been working hard on the campus and expressing their voice in changes.
  o We are sending teachers to in-state and out state PDs to improve profession and make instruction better for scholars.

• **Academic and SEL Support –**
  o We are still partnering with Fundamentals 4 Education and Elite tutors have been working with scholars to assist in therapy sessions for students. They are currently making some changes to their program.
  o We are still working with and using tutors to pull out our non-readers and work on the Reading Mastery/Corrective Reading program with the goal of closing gaps.
  o Christ Holiness Church has been a great partnership. This is SEL support for our teachers and has been very beneficial for the uplifting of teachers.

• **Funding**-
  o 15,000 in general funds (after what’s owed to the state)
  o Title 1 funds (20,000) which will be used for after school tutorials to make sure that we meet scholars need.
  o We have no more ESSER funds in 1 & 2. We still have money in the ESSER wraparound which will be used for programing. Extra funds will be used to purchase shirts or resources for next year.
  o All state funds were taken. We lost all funds but were given our magnet funds back which left the school with a balance of about 25,000 till the end of the school year.

Questions/Comments:
1. Are there any changes because of the state takeover?
2. _There was a ruling made, but as of now HISD is doing everything in their power to make the changes necessary to keep from being took over._
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